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Presentation Notes
Hello, I am Cara Calabrese the Acquisitions & Access librarian for Miami University. Miami is a medium sized undergraduate focused university. I work with both Acquisitions and Electronic Resources for our main and regional campuses libraries. My colleague, Michael Arthur is the Head of Resource Acquisitions & Discovery for the University of Alabama. UA is a large R1 school. We will be discussing the expectations and realities of Streaming video in regards to our own collections and patrons. We'll start by touching on some shared positives of offering streaming video to our users as well as some of the drawbacks to look out for. 



Advantages of Streaming 
Vide o

• Popular with students and faculty
• Easily integrated into online courses
• Increased popularity during COVID
• Easy to manage some of the platforms
• Multiple acquisition models
• Broad coverage of subject areas
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Both UA and Miami have seen streaming video be extremely popular with our Students/FacultyFor Miami our faculty have a high focus on teaching and learning and many were using various media formats in their class regularly, so streaming video was a natural expansion for them. One of the reasons SV is so popular with faculty is because it can be easy to use in online courses. Authentication can be integrated directly into sharing settings & many videos can be directly embedded into LMS software making it quick and simple for faculty to share and assign whole films, playlists, or selected clips.For both of our universities having SV available to use during remote learning was very positive. We both saw increased use over this time and faculty and students were pleased to have this option to use in their courses rather than trying to track down DVDs for home viewing. Whether faculty assigned specific films or asked students to find films on a particular topic the library was able to help meet their needs with our SV collections.Another advantage is that some of the platforms can be easy to administer. There can be Minimal staff time involved and some can be easy to navigate for users. For me once we set up SAM-L authentication with Swank, this platform has been easy for me to manage and for faculty to view holdings and requestable films, while students are only shown films we have leased, which has cut down on confusion for us.Something else that has been positive is the increased number of acquisitions models available and that vendors are more willing to try new methods to support library needs.Miami has been exploring more mediated models and uses deposit accounts and invoices, all of which support our goal of better tracking spending to keep us within our allocation while supporting access. While UA utilizes DDA models for a more hands off approach allowing users to access a large array of filmsWhich leads to our last pro there is broad coverage of subjects available on streaming platforms. If your faculty are not tied to a specific film, they can have access to a wide variety of options to support their curricular needs.



Disadvantages for Streaming 
Vide o
• Films not on a streaming platform
• Difficult to manage various purchase and 

content delivery platforms
• Rapidly increased costs
• We don’t always know when platform will  

lose film
• Renewals
• Faculty often assume availability through 

the library
• Outmoded content
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On the other hand if they are tied to specific version of a title, like some faculty at my institution, this could be challenging as not all films are  available to libraries. This may mean Adding additional platforms to fill in content gaps or pursuing rights for individual films. Both of these can be costly monetarily and time wise. If your library or university is not already set up for hosting with a vendor or locally, licensing, storage, & delivery can be tricky.  Especially if you do not already have a method to connect hosted content to the LMS. I have tried to pursue some of these titles and we have only been able to purchase 18 since fy20 started, and have already spent nearly 8k on those alone.   Currently there isn’t a single platform that can support all of our campus’s streaming videos needs, which means juggling multi purchasing methods and platforms which can lead to confusion among users and staff. While many function similarly interface designs do vary. Searching between our 2 platforms swank and kanopy can be confusing as when looking for unlicensed titles you need to scroll past all licensed content first and on swank you can use the search box normally if you have the proper permissions. The Most familiar is the increasing cost of SV. This is where the popularity of SV fails since it drives the cost up as many of the popular SV are leased based.Another thing that is difficult is that we don’t always know when a vendor loses rights. Some collections have films move in and out of the package frequently and sometimes vendors lose right entirely. Not knowing when rights may be lost means we can look for alternative access or we can’t inform faculty early so they can adjust their courses if alternative access is not found. Loss or gaps in access cause problems for users as they expect their films to be available. Thus renewals can also be tricky. Staying on top of expiration dates and renewing films requires consistent attention throughout the year. At miami we also saw issues with renewals after our shift to Mediated. Faculty had expectations about film availability since expiration were never a concern. We transitioned over the summer when many faculty are not teaching, so our attempts to inform and correct expectations did not reach everyone.There is also an expectation that the library will purchase all films required for classes via streaming. We have had requests for entire seasons of TV shows or 10 plus films for a single class.  While this is something we could support with physical copies. It is not feasible to buy every film with many costing $150 a piece and many films are available on popular streaming platforms or via the public libraryThe last issue is similar to the loss of content, but deals with purchased content becoming unusable especially hosted content. Our consortia has a collection of films that have been frequently used in courses by faculty, but they are all flash based and with Flash players being removed from all browsers the films are no longer viewable through the Digital Resource Commons. Besides this collection we have yet to see this issue appear in our local collections, but if you need to pursue locally hosted films like us we may see this issue in the future since many current licenses are only for the life of the file and films may need to be repurchased as file formats are outmoded. Hopefully this will not occur again soon.



MUL Platforms

Local
● P roQue s t /ASP  

colle ct ions  & one  
off t it le s

● Kanopy
● Swank
● Kaltura
● DSL & local hos t ing

Consortial
● Film s  on De m and 
● JoVE
● Digita l Re source  

Com m ons  
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At Miami we work with several  platforms locally and consortiallyLocally we use Proquest for collections and a few single purchase titles. Kanopy by far is our biggest supplier. Swank is our newest supplier and we use Kaltura to connect our locally hosted content to our LMS canvas. Consortial we work with FOD and Jove, both our more recent editions so usage is unknown and the DRC which I mentioned previously.all consortial are now limited term. 2 from covid relief funds one out modedFilms on Demand: Health & Medicine Video CollectionFilms on Demand: Humanities & Social Sciences PackageFilms on Demand: Science Video PackageFilms on Demand: Nursing Core CollectionFilms on Demand: Physical TherapyFilms on Demand: Allied HealthWorld Cinema CollectionJOVE bio & chem and lab manuals, social psych



Communication

External
● Via De an
● Via Lia ison Librarians
● Libguide s
● Bib re cords
● Ne w Faculty Orie nta t ion
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We work to manage expectations both externally and internally through different communication methods. Externally the liaisons and Dean speak to faculty and students promoting new collections or highlighting changes that will be coming soon. When we decide we needed to move from PDA to a Mediate model the Dean crafted an email that outline the upcoming changes and why this was a necessary choice. Letting faculty know that we were unable to sustain  the program as is and we working on spending out funds more wisely was valuable. We had upset faculty of course, but we also had some noting that they had not realised the expense associated with streaming and were happy we were still able to provide some access. Our faculty also know that the best way to have books purchased is to work through their liaison librarians. And as our mediated methods have progressed I see more and more film requests coming from librarians instead of faculty which says to me that faculty are attempting to reach out earlier to librarians regarding film needs. Both TS and Liaison ultize libguides to provide more static information about SV resources. The TS guide highlights some permanent collections, shows how to request films on our main platforms, and how to add films to courses. We do not add our leased collections to our discovery layer, but we do add bib records for content with active lease. Beside the basic metadata we noticed early on that expiration dates were not visible to users and I was able to work with cataloging to find places to add these dates so that they were more visible in the bib record. We have it notes in 3 places and use the 590 note field to clearly list when the film will expire, so if faculty do check they will know when a film is scheduled to expire and work with their liaison to maintain access.We also try to work withnew faculty early so they are well prepared for their courses. New faculty are invited to the library to meet with liaison and learn about how the library can support their research and curricular needs. During this orientation I am able to go through how to embed films and where they can find current sv offerings and how they might request others. Through this contact we can start faculty off with manageable expectations and have seen many reach out early to confirm holdings.



Communication

Internal
● P roce dure s
● Libanswe rs
● Cataloging
● Re ne wals
● Spe nding update s
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Internally I have written procedures so staff know what is expected of them and what they can expect of us. We use libanswers to collect all the requests directly from platforms and use template language to connect liaisons with requestor so people are received the appropriate information each time. Before having to go remote we used the request workflow to facilitate communication between liaison librarians and students and faculty. As this allowed for more in depth conversation about needs. But as we swiftly moved to online classes this issue was not pressed as heavily as shifted focus to quickly adding leases for films that normally would have been shown in class via library DVDs to provide some continuity to our users.�We use a spreadsheet to communicate with cataloging that way we can easily indicate which are new, expired, or renewed titles. We also send out a renewal spreadsheet once a month so liaison can indicate their renewal choices. We work at least a month ahead to try to mitigate gaps in access. I also send out spending updates especially to our regional libraries as we have separate fund lines and this helps us make sure our accounts match.



Kanopy
Previous 1 year with PDA

● Concurre nt  le ase s : ~70 0
● Total use d: 6 ,6 3 8  
● 4 8 % unwatche d
● tota l watche d: 

6 6 4 9 3 1.71 m ins  
● Total plays : 24 ,4 8 4
● FY19  CP U: $3 .5 3

1 year Mediated

● Concurre nt  le ase s : ~3 0 0
● Total use d: 1,9 6 6
● 4 5 % unwatche d
● tota l watche d 

6 5 9 0 8 5 .8 6  m ins   
● Total plays : 25 ,8 70
● FY20  CP U: $2.15
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3219 before892 after(only 5,845 mins diff) ~4 days of watch timeNext we’ll look at kanopy in terms of our last year on PDA vs our 1st year being mediated. Concurrent leases have dropped from 700 to 300 which is more feasible financially for us. The total amount of films interacted with has decreased as well which is expected as we pulled back to only leased content. Something I found interesting is that for both years about half of the content we interact goes unwatched. This leads me to believe that our users like to explore content on the platform and given only the slight decrease this behavior wasn’t destroyed by moving away from PDA.Over all engagement with this streaming platform has not fallen off and we actually see an increase in plays. CPU decreased by over a dollar. So For us being more selective and working on tying films to classes and assignments has benefited us over all.



Kanopy 

FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20

Leases 74 110 229 384 641 292

Cost $9,990 $14,850 $30,915 $51,840 $86,535 $55,682

Plays 2,029 5,298 12,916 17,131 24,484 25,870

CPU $4.92 $2.80 $2.39 $3.03 $3.53 $2.15



Kanopy 
1 yr m e diate d vs  1 yr P DA
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5/10 have remained the same8/10 have current leases (1 n/a)1, 2, 3,7,8,9 3 year leases (only in the first year)mediated avg .50before avg .36besides CPU we have also recently looked at  another metric which we call ulitzations Ultizations takes the mins watched and divides it by the total run time of the film.  both top ten avg over 100 ultizations with the PDA year being slightly higher



Going Remote
Kanopy

● Concurre nt  le ase s : 4 0 9
● Cos t : $6 6 ,8 8 3 .6 0  
● Total plays : 29 ,9 74
● CP U: $2.23
● Unwatche d: 10 %

Swank

● Concurre nt  le ase s : 213
● Cos t : $3 4 ,6 8 9
● Total plays : 12,5 4 7
● CP U: $2.76
● Unwatche d: 2%
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Total mins: 811294.54remote CPU:2.397% unwatched$101,572.60 total spendNow let’s compare remote usage between our platforms. We actually added swank the day we were told we were going remote. Kanopy is still clearly the leading platform with swank being half as large. We have a deposit account with swank so we are currently feeling out how many licenses we really need per year. Swank’s cpu still under most of our pda’s cpu. So this is a promising start and we should see usage continue to increase as we add more titles and films are available for their full lease length. Kanopy usage has increased as well and the total mins watched is now over 800k. Our total spend is nearly double what we originally wanted to spend, but adding swank to fill gaps in our collection already increased our commitment and  we ceased buying print titles for much of the year and moved those funds to support SV instead as the demand was clearly high.



Requests



Platforms used at UA
Swank:

• Purchase 200 films per year
• Shared cost with College of Continuing Studies 
• Steadily increasing usage
• Most if not all films embedded in courses
• Difficulty with managing rolling expire dates
• Since we do not own the film Swank can lose 

access



More on Swank
• Often lists films that they do not have digital 

content rights for, then later offer at higher cost.
• Mediated PDA adds layer of complexity
• Swank films not available in Discovery or in 

Catalog
• Easy to manage costs - we pay for X # of 

films/year
• Students see available titles, Faculty request from 

full list of titles, ER Librarian manages purchasing



Kanopy at UA
• Kanopy is unmediated DDA
• All titles available to students and 

faculty 
• Not available in Discovery or Catalog
• Purchased based on demonstrated need 

matches with prevailing attitude and 
new collection strategy



More on Kanopy
• Expenditures have steadily increased 

from $15K to over $100K per year. 
• UA tried limiting to specific distributors
• Found funding to open back up to all 

films
• Move paid off during COVID. Faculty 

specifically mention importance of 
streaming and Kanopy



Films on Demand at UA

• UA currently has access to ~44,000 titles and 
new content is added regularly.

• Subject of videos cover a wide range from the 
arts and sciences to business,and politics

• Video access has no user limits
• Transcripts of videos are readily available for 

improved accessibility



More on FOD at UA
• Unexpected loss of access 
• New liaison model focused on outreach 
• Rarely includes feature films
• MARC records in Catalog and Discovery 

require regular updates
• Linking films in Blackboard is continuous 

problem 



Marketing Streaming Video at 
UA
• Mostly focused on Kanopy and Swank
• Digital signage on campus
• Library collections fair in Student Center
• Digital flyers for librarian liaisons
• Presentations on campus



Swank Usage at UA
Swank fiscal year usage, cost, and CPU

FY 2020 
Usage

FY 2020 Cost FY 2020 CPU
FY 2019

Usage
FY 2019 Cost FY 2019 CPU

FY 2018

Usage
FY 2018 Cost

FY 2018

CPU

6746 $20,400 $3.02 3588 $18,900 $5.27 2536 $19,636.46 $7.74



Swank 5 Year Usage Leaders 
Rain Man 746

Good Night, and Good Luck 489

Get Out 405

Citizen Kane 388

Food, Inc. 360

Erin Brockovich 349

Blade Runner 2049 317

Do the Right Thing 317

Baby Driver 282

Precious: Based on the Novel 'Push' by Sapphire 273

Singin' in the Rain 272

The Matrix 254

Bonnie and Clyde 253



FOD Cost and Cost per Use 

Films on Demand Usage, Cost, and CPU

FY 2020 
Usage FY2020 Cost

FY 2020 
CPU

FY 2019 
Usage FY2019 Cost

FY 2019 
CPU

FY 2018 
Usage FY 2018 Cost

FY 2018 
CPU

1493 $27,417.11 $18.36 3243 $27,145.65 $8.37 2526 $26,355.00 $10.43 



Popular Kanopy Titles
Race - The Power of an Illusion
Ethnic Notions
The Purity Myth
bell hooks
The Mask You Live In
Rashomon
I Am Not Your Negro
Killing Us Softly
The 400 Blows
Triangle Fire



Kanopy Popular Titles (Cont)

Cleo From 5 to 7
Grey Gardens
A Village Called Versailles
Nosferatu
Ken Burns: The Central Park Five
Masterworks of American Avant-garde 
Experimental Film - The 1960s
Hoop Dreams
Unseen Cinema 3: Light Rhythms
In the Mood for Love
Miss Representation



Kanopy Titles 5 Year Trend

2016-
2017 FY

2017-
2018 FY

2018-
2019 FY

2019-
2020 FY

2020-
2021 FY

Total Plays 3938 8335 15616 23314 14632

Total CPU $4.63 $4.97 $5.22 $4.53 $2.80



Cost Per Use – Kanopy 5  Ye ar 

Title
2016-17 

Plays
2017-18 

Plays
2018-19 

Plays
2019-20 

Plays
2020-21 

Plays
Total 
Plays

Total 
Cost CPU

Race - The Power of an 
Illusion 61 955 23 571 259 1869 $450.00 $0.24
bell hooks 10 39 161 312 277 799 $450.00 $0.56
The Mask You Live In 26 71 177 174 270 718 $450.00 $0.63
Rashomon 10 21 46 464 17 558 $450.00 $0.81
Killing Us Softly 40 46 60 171 221 538 $450.00 $0.84
The 400 Blows 4 25 45 217 239 530 $450.00 $0.85
Triangle Fire 2 87 105 208 91 493 $450.00 $0.91
Cleo From 5 to 7 19 60 32 18 363 492 $450.00 $0.91
I Am Not Your Negro 15 75 124 230 102 546 $600.00 $1.10
Grey Gardens 12 0 100 167 70 349 $450.00 $1.29



Cost Per Use – Kanopy 5  Ye ar 
Title

2016-17 
Plays

2017-18 
Plays

2018-19 
Plays

2019-20 
Plays

2020-21 
Plays

Total 
Plays Total Cost CPU

In the Mood for Love 4 29 37 111 103 284 450 $1.58

Bicycle Thieves 3 14 21 92 85 215 450 $2.09

Tough Guise 2 30 33 52 58 11 184 450 $2.45

White Like Me 2 17 37 79 17 152 450 $2.96

Fighting Back 14 36 25 67 9 151 450 $2.98

Paris, Texas 8 31 16 84 10 149 450 $3.02

Hungry for Profit 10 25 23 54 31 143 450 $3.15

Awakenings 12 47 12 30 40 141 450 $3.19

Slavery by Another Name 36 6 4 28 56 130 450 $3.46

Awakening 27 1 15 24 38 105 450 $4.29

More Than a Word 1 23 46 12 20 102 450 $4.41



Summary on Streaming Video
• Overall positive review of streaming 

format
• Popular with faculty and students  
• Kanopy is easiest platform to manage
• Requires constant outreach
• Value added during COVID
• Often videos with highest cost have 

lowest CPU



Contact Information

Cara Mia Calabrese
Acquisition & Access 
Librarian
Office: 513 -529 -2886
calabrcm@miamioh.edu

Michael Arthur 
Department Head, Resource 
Acquisition & Discovery
Office: 205 -348 -1493
maarthur@ua.edu
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